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A double quantum dot is coupled in parallel for studying the competition between the pseudospin Kondo
correlations and strongly hybridized molecular states. Cryogenic measurements are performed in the regime of
weak coupling of the two dots to leads under linear transport conditions. A detailed theoretical model is
presented which verifies the finding of the transition between the two different regimes.
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INTRODUCTION

The Kondo problem elucidates the interplay between lo-
calized quantum states and delocalized mediating wave
functions.1–3 Many aspects of the physics involved can by
now be tested using quantum dots which act as Kondo im-
purities at very low temperatures.4–7 Correlations between
quantum states of delocalized lead electrons and localized
electrons of a single quantum dot generate a resonant
second-order tunneling of electrons that screens the local
spin of the quantum dot. Expanding the dot system by defin-
ing two coupled quantum dots, the orbital structure of the
wave functions acquires spinlike features which can be ex-
pressed in terms of a pseudospin. Previous theoretical work
predicted the existence of this SU(4) pseudospin Kondo ef-
fect in double quantum dots for efficiently strong interdot
Coulomb interactions.8 Here we realize such a double quan-
tum dot and show that the pseudospin Kondo correlations
can be detected in transport by coupling the dots in parallel
to source and drain contacts.9 We find an extra resonance in
the conductance through the device when the ground-state
energy of the double quantum dot is unchanged by the trans-
fer of an electron between the two single quantum dots. We
show that unlike the spin Kondo effect this resonance is in-
sensitive to an external magnetic field of up to 2 T. Based
upon the concept of pseudospin, we derive an expression for
the first- and second-order electron tunneling through the
parallel double quantum dot. Comparison between the model
and data demonstrates that the conductance resonance is due
to pseudospin Kondo correlations. The two degenerate states
with one electron being in either of the two quantum dots
play the role of pseudo-spin-up and pseudo-spin-down states.
The resonant enhancement of the conductance occurs in the
regime where the single-particle tunneling between the
double dot and adjacent leads is blocked. Moreover, the in-
terdot tunnelingt breaks the pseudospin Kondo correlations
in the same way as an external magnetic field does for the
real spin Kondo effect. At very large tunneling, the states
with an electron on either quantum dot are strongly hybrid-
ized and form a molecular ground state.10 In that state, the
pseudospin is frozen in the symmetrical combination of
pseudospin-up and pseudospin-down directions. Thus, the
pseudospin Kondo effect and second-order tunneling through

the double quantum dot are suppressed. The experiment
shows this transition in agreement with the theoretical
model.

EXPERIMENT

The double quantum dot is defined in a two-dimensional
electron system(2DES) via the biasing of Schottky gates
patterned on top of an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure. The
sheet electron density and mobility of the 2DES, which is
90 nm below the surface, are found to bem=80 m2/V s and
nS=1.731015 m−2 at 4.2 K. As depicted in Fig. 1(a) and
explicitly described in Refs. 11–13 the two dots are built in

FIG. 1. (a) Parallel double quantum dot with each dot connected
to source and drain with the chemical potentialsmS, mD. The inter-
dot tunnel coupling is denoted byt. (b) Resonant first-order level
scheme in relative energy«: the chemical potentialsmn andmm [for
nsmd electrons being on dot1sdot2d] are aligned to the chemical
potentials of the leads. The open box depicts the interdot tunneling
barrier.(c) For levels being off resonant the resonant state generated
by correlated tunneling processes(dashed line) at the Fermi level
can be detected. In this configuration the phase transition between
first- and second-order tunneling is traced.(d) Schematic phase dia-
gram of a double quantum dot in response to two gate voltagesV1
andV2: black lines illustrate phase boundariesa, b, andg between
two ground-state configurations.
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an Aharonov-Bohm geometry with tunable interdot tunneling
t by a two-step electron beam writing process. In this geom-
etry it is possible to measure correlated second-order tunnel
events(cotunneling) not only for the chemical potentials of
both dots being aligned to the Fermi levelsmS and mD of
source and drain[see Fig. 1(b)], but also for the off-resonant
condition sketched in Fig. 1(c). In order to characterize the
coupled quantum dots we measure the conductance from
source to drain while sweeping the chemical potentials of the
two dots separately. This is achieved by two electrostatically
coupled top gates; i.e., we apply two voltagesV1 andV2 for
dot1 and dot2, respectively.13–16For coupled double dots this
leads to phase diagrams with hexagonal patterns as depicted
in Fig. 1(d).13 In the diagram each line indicates the phase
boundary between two ground states with a fixed electron
number in the double quantum dot. For lines parallel to
a sbd the chemical potential of dot1 sdot2d is aligned to
source and drain. Consequently, single electrons are tunnel-
ing via this dot and the corresponding electron number is
reduced by one—e.g., fromn to n−1 (m to m−1). This se-
quential tunneling is well described by the orthodox theory.17

A very distinct feature is given by lineg which refers to Fig.
1(c). At these energetic configurations two electrons can
resonantly tunnel through the parallel-double-dot system,9

and the transition from a delocalized pseudospin Kondo state
to a localized ground state with a frozen pseudospin is de-
tectable.

MEASUREMENTS

In order to verify this transition, we perform cryogenic
transport spectroscopy on the parallel double quantum dot.
The base temperature of the3He/4He dilution refrigerator is
Tbath=55 mK while the lock-in excitation isVac=10 mV at
17 Hz. The two measured quantum dots reveal charging en-
ergies ofE1=e2/C1,2.22 meV (C1 describes the total ca-
pacitance of dot1) andE2,2.76 meV with single level spac-
ings of about«S,240 meV. The gray scale plot in Fig. 2(a)
depicts differential conductance measurements at zero bias
voltage in reference to the two gate voltagesV1 and V2. A
comparison to Fig. 1(d) shows that only tunneling processes
along lineg are resonant. The maximum conductance is of
the order ofG=0.1e2/h. Since the conductance along linesa
and b is below the noise level of aboutDG,0.002e2/h, it
follows that first-order tunneling through the quantum dots
individually is suppressed. We note that the characteristic
feature of the phase diagram—i.e., a finite conductance along
line g and no conductance along linesa andb—is continu-
ously detectable up to a perpendicular magnetic field ofH
,2 T [see, e.g., Fig. 2(b) for H=1.5 T]. By this, we can
exclude both a spin-1/2 and a spin-1 Kondo effect being
responsible for the cotunneling processes. At linear bias, an
underlying spin-1/2 Kondo effect just would explain elec-
tron cotunneling close to zero magnetic field.4–7 At the same
time, a nontrivial orbital configuration with spin larger than
1/2 is only favorable for a finite range of magnetic field.18

Instead, we find a robust homogeneous conductance along
line g throughout the sweeps. Only for the highest magnetic
fields H,2 T are the dot wave functions spatially com-

pressed and the tunneling amplitudes to source and drain
eventually lowered.

THEORY

In the following we develop an expression for the conduc-
tance along lineg. Our derivation is based upon the idea that
the electronic states in the double quantum dot form a so-
called pseudospin.8 The four states of the double-dot system
which are involved in the transport along lineg are sn,md,
sn−1,md, sn,m−1d, andsn−1,m−1d [see Fig. 1(d)]. In the
absence of interdot tunnelingt the ground-state energies of
the two configurationssn−1,md and sn,m−1d are equal
along the lineg. The interdot tunneling leads to the mixing
of the wave functions and splitting of the otherwise degen-
erate eigenenergies. The new eigenstates that we denote as
pseudospin-up and pseudospin-down states are the symmet-
ric and antisymmetric combinations of the statessn−1,md
and sn,m−1d, u↑ l , u↓ l=1/Î2fsn,m−1d± sn−1,mdg with en-
ergies «↑,↓=Esn,m−1d± t. These two states constitute the
low-energy sector of the model. The high-energy sector is
given by the statessn−1,m−1d and sn,md. Since in the
middle of line g the energyEsn−1,m−1d is high with re-
spect to the chemical potentials in the leads,sn−1,m−1d is
associated with an empty state. We introduce the fermion
creation operatorsĉ↑

†= u↑ lkn−1,m−1u+ un,mlk↓u and ĉ↓
†

= u↓ lkn−1,m−1u− un,mlk↑u. Then the Hamiltonian of the iso-
lated double-dot system reads

Hdot = o
s=↑,↓

fEsn,m− 1d − Esn − 1,m− 1dgn̂s

+ fEsn,md − Esn,m− 1dgn̂↑n̂↓ + tsn̂↑ − n̂↓d, s1d

with n̂s= ĉs
†ĉs. As motivated above, spin Kondo correlations

FIG. 2. (a) Pseudospin Kondo regime: logarithmic gray scale
plot of a measured phase diagram(white ø0, 0.1e2/hø black).
Only second-order tunneling processes occur along the degenerate
phase boundary between dot configurationssn,m−1d and sn
−1,md. The inset depicts the comparison of the model(solid line) to
experimental data(open circles) along lineg. (b) Equivalent phase
diagram at a perpendicular magnetic field of 1.5 T.
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are not considered here; the subscripts relates to the pseu-
dospin. The tunneling between the leads and double dot is
described by the HamiltonianHtun=SkSn=r,lSshTks

n ânk
† ĉs

+H.c.j, wheren=r , l relates to the right and left leads, re-
spectively. The creation of an electron in the leadn with
wave vectork is represented byânk

† . Note that the spin index
of electrons in reservoirs is suppressed and that the tunneling
is assumed to be spin independent. However, for a given
mode sn ,kd the tunneling to the state with pseudospin up
differs from the tunneling to the state with pseudospin down.
The total HamiltonianH=Hdot+Htun is similar to the Ander-
son impurity model with Zeemann fieldt=s«↑−«↓d /2. Per-
forming the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation the effective
pseudospin Kondo Hamiltonian reads

HpK = o
nn8

o
kk8

o
m=x,y,z

Jnn8
m sk,k8dŝmân,k

† ân8,k8 + t · ŝz, s2d

where the Pauli matrix in the pseudospin space is denoted as
ŝm. The actual value of the interdot tunnelingt is renormal-
ized by the tunneling to the leads. However, at small tunnel-
ing to the leads, which is the case in the experiment, the
renormalization oft is small; hence, we neglect it. The asym-
metry of the tunneling of each mode in the reservoir to dif-
ferent dots leads to the wave vector dependence of the pseu-
dospin Kondo constants. In the case of the highest possible
asymmetry—i.e., an electron coming from one of the reser-
voirs tunnels either to quantum dot 1 or to quantum dot
2—the modes of the reservoirs can be assigned with a pseu-
dospin (orbital) index that remains conserved by tunneling.
In that case the pseudospin Kondo effect is most pronounced.
Even in the absence of the complete asymmetry the pseu-
dospin Kondo couplings do not vanish, thus implying the
existence of pseudospin Kondo correlations. The pseudospin
Kondo constants vanish only for the completely symmetric
tunneling of each mode to both dots. We calculated the two-
particle cotunneling contribution to the current through the
double quantum dot, which is a precursor of the pseudospin
Kondo effect using Hamiltonian(2). We leave the question
of the development of the pseudospin Kondo ground state for
a future publication(see also Ref. 8). We obtain the contri-
bution of the cotunneling in the form

Icot = GcotfFBs«↑d + FBs«↓dg, s3d

where the Boltzmann distributionFBs«d ensures that the state
with energy« is occupied. The cotunneling rate is given by

Gcot =
1

hln fmaxsT,td/TKgj2

3FeV
sinhs2btdtanhsbtdfcoshsbeVd − 1g

fcoshs2btd − 1gfcoshsbeVd − coshs2btdg

+ 2t tanhsbtd
coshsbeVd − exps− beVd
coshs2btd − coshsbeVd G , s4d

with pseudospin Kondo temperatureTK and thermal energy
b=kBT (kB the Boltzmann constant). Without the interdot
tunneling t=0 the cotunneling current is given byIcot
~V/ hln fmaxsT,td /TKgj2, whereas the current gets exponen-

tially suppressed with interdot tunneling at 2bt.1, Icot
~2V/ hln fmaxsT,td /TKgj2bte−2bt. The conductance of the
double dot between the two triple points is given by the sum
of the contribution from the sequential tunnelingsseq that is
parametrized by the sequential tunneling rateGS (Ref. 19)
and the cotunneling contributionscot=dIcot/dVuV=0 that is ob-
tained by differentiating Eq.(3). Now the expressions
=sseq+scot describes the experimental data in Fig. 2(a) along
line g. The fit parameters are the sequential tunneling rateGS,
the cotunneling rateGcot, the ground-state energies of the
isolated dots Esn−1,m−1d, Esn,m−1d=Esn−1,md,
Esn,md, and the interdot tunneling amplitudet that simulta-
neously plays the role of Zeemann field for the pseudospin
and the temperatureT.

DISCUSSION

The inset in Fig. 2(a) shows the comparison between the
data along lineg and the fit with dot energies which equals
the experimentally extracted ones. Confirming that in this
regime the conductance is governed by cotunneling, the fit
yields tunneling rates ofGS=s284±8d MHz and Gcot

=s3.33±0.02d GHz. Usingscot alone, the fit yields a tem-
perature reduced by about 40% which coincides with the
difference between the bath temperatureTbath=55 mK and
the electron temperature in the leadsT=s95±20d mK (Ref.
20) (see also Ref. 9). Figures 3(a) and 3(b) demonstrate the
effect of increasing the interdot coupling.11 In Fig. 3(a) the
two dots exhibit pseudospin Kondo correlations along lineg.
At the same time sequential tunneling processes contribute to
the transport as indicated by the black arrow. Therefore, this

FIG. 3. (a) Phase transition: in addition to second-order pro-
cesses, first-order processes(e.g. black arrow) are detectable(white
ø0, 0.1e2/hø black). (b) State with frozen pseudospin: along all
phase boundaries only first-order processes can be traced. The white
circles denote triple points where three charge configurations are
degenerate.
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measurement illustrates the transition between the pseu-
dospin Kondo state and fully molecular modes inside the
double quantum dot. Finally, in Fig. 3(b), all boundaries of a
two-dot phase diagram are observable. Very distinct to the
pseudospin Kondo regime in Fig. 2(a), also triple points ap-
pear as marked by white circles. At these points the conduc-
tance is maximum, since electrons from source can sequen-
tially tunnel via three different double-dot ground states to
drain.16 The top curve of Fig. 4(a) with number 1 highlights
a line plot from the phase diagram in Fig. 3(b) along lineg
from one triple point to another. Clearly the overall increase
in conductance at the triple points is seen(indicated by white
circles). In between, both first- and second-order tunneling
processes via statessn,m−1d andsn−1,md give rise to con-
ductance as expected for parallel quantum dots.13 More pre-
cisely, the theory fit(solid line) which follows nicely the
experimental data(open boxes) reveals that sequential tun-
neling events dominate this regime withGS
=s0.42±0.04d GHz andGcot,1 MHz. Curves 2–11 show the
effect of a decreasing interdot coupling. As depicted by black
lines, for each coupling the model successfully fits all curves.
We find that the fit yields progressively smaller effective
Zeeman fieldst while the ground-state energies of the quan-
tum dots stay within the experimental error. It is essential for
the reliability of the fits that all fit parameters except the

interdot tunneling amplitudet experience only minor varia-
tion from one fit to another. Therefore, the evolution of the
fitting curves is determined by the interdot tunnelingt while
it yields the sequential tunneling and cotunneling ratesGS
andGcot [as depicted in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. The cotunneling
contribution to the conductance rapidly increases for the
lowest tunnel couplings and is essential in order to stabilize
the fit. The sequential rateGS decreases towards smaller in-
terdot couplings and shows a transition at trace number 6
(black triangle). This trace refers to the phase diagram of Fig.
3(a) which also exhibits the onset of sequential tunneling via
individual dots. We explain the transition by a slight asym-
metry of the tunnel couplings between each dot and the right
and left leads. AssumeT1l /T1r =T2r /T2l =l.1, wherer andl
denote the right and left leads and 1 and 2 the dot numbers.21

The sequential tunneling contribution is given by the square
of the smaller tunnel coupling which is proportional to
uT1ru2+ uT2lu2. However, the cotunneling contribution is domi-
nated by the product of the largest tunneling couplings
uT1lu2uT2ru2. Therefore the ratio of the resonant contributions
of the cotunneling and the sequential tunneling isl4/2 in
that case. Thus, for the lowest tunneling couplings, the triple
points in the phase diagrams, which are characteristic of the
sequential tunneling processes, are suppressed and we can
resolve the contribution of the cotunneling processes.

SUMMARY

In summary this work covers experiment and theory on
pseudospin Kondo correlations in a semiconductor double
quantum dot. Cryogenic transport spectroscopy reveals the
sequential and correlated tunneling of electrons through the
individual dots and both dots in parallel for different interdot
couplings. Following the concept of pseudospin, we develop
an expression for the conductance through the parallel
double quantum dot. A detailed comparison between the
model and experiment reveals a crossover from a ground
state with pseudospin Kondo correlations to a state with fro-
zen pseudospin.
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